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LONGINES HKIR Trivia 

1. 2017 marks the 31st running of the HKIR. Nearly 1,250 runners from 17 countries/regions took part in 
the past 30 editions of the HKIR.  

2. The Cup was ranked equal 15th in the World’s Top 100 G1 Races in 2016. It is the highest ranked event 
of the four HKIRs and was also the top-ranked G1 in Hong Kong last year. Meanwhile, at equal 38th, 
the Sprint was rated the world’s best sprint race in 2016. 

3. Tony Cruz is the winning-most trainer. He is also the only horseman to win a HKIR race as a jockey, too, 
as he rode COLONIAL CHIEF to victory in the second Invitation Cup in January 1989. 

4. John Moore last year became the first trainer ever to have over 100 starters in HKIR history. Having 
saddled a total of 103 runners since 1988, he has amassed six wins, eight seconds and 10 thirds. He’s 
also the only trainer to have won each of the four HKIR races at least once. 

5. Japanese trainer Noriyuki Hori is the only overseas trainer to have saddled two winners at the same 
HKIR. He achieved the unique feat with MAURICE (Cup) and SATONO CROWN (Vase) in 2016. 

6. Gerald Mosse and Joao Moreira are the only two jockeys to have won each of the four HKIR events at 
least once. Moreira completed his full collection of wins in just three years, aboard ABLE FRIEND 
(2014 Mile), DESIGNS ON ROME (2014 Cup), PENIAPHOBIA (2015 Sprint) and SATONO CROWN 
(2016 Vase). 

7. Six three-year-olds have triumphed at the HKIR, yet not one of that age has ever won the Sprint. 

8. Only two eight-year-olds have succeeded at the HKIR – COLLIER HILL in the 2006 Vase and 
AEROVELOCITY in the 2016 Sprint. ABLE ONE is the oldest HKIR winner as he turned the clock 
back as a nine-year-old in the 2011 Mile. 

9. A total of 10 fillies and mares have won at the HKIR down the years, the latest being SNOW FAIRY in 
the 2010 Cup. 

10. Hong Kong runners have won 37 HKIR races since FLYING DANCER took the inaugural HK 
Invitation Cup in January 1988. Some 31 of these wins were achieved after 2002. France has produced 
more HKIR winners than any other overseas jurisdiction with a total of 14 victories, 10 of which were 
achieved in the Hong Kong Vase. Next on the list are the UK and Japan as each of these two countries 
has 12 HKIR wins. 


